Informs you

that we have carried out the following technical modifications:

**STARTING FROM 15th APRIL 2010**

**NEW RMG C-SERIES CONTROL BOX FOR GAS BURNERS**

Due to the evolution of technical applications the use of electronic devices, like inverters, is at present considerable; these appliances could generate electromagnetic noise even on burner’s installation room.

To prevent any inconvenience to the regular operation due to these electromagnetic interferences generated by devices on the plant, all gas burners equipped with the RMG digital microprocessor based control box platform, with one stage, two stage and modulating operation, have been upgraded with the new release RMG C-Series.

This new control box, recognisable by a specific distinguishing mark on the label (see picture below), gives a high protection level from external interferences, in order to assure the regular microprocessor working, and makes the Riello burners even more suitable for process applications.

The burners codes and the control boxes spare parts codes will remain unchanged.
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